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1. Game Proposal

1.1. Game Description

As this year’s topic of the Computer Games Laboratory course is "Speed", we decided to

make an unconventional racing game. At it’s core it is an asymmetric multiplayer game where

two parties compete against each other in real time. The first party consists of one or more

drivers, that try to reach the end of a racing track, while the second party consists of one

godlike player whose objective it is to stop the other players from reaching the end of the

track.

The focus of our game is to create a fast-paced, competitive multiplayer experience, which

will differ significantly depending on whether you take on the role of a driver or of the god-

player. The god-player has a bird’s eye view on the racing track and can use different abilities

to prevent the drivers from reaching their goal. The drivers on the other hand have a first-

person cockpit perspective from inside their cars and have to dodge anything that the god-

player throws at them.

The game world solely consists of the race track. There won’t be any additional environment.

The track will be delimited on both sides by some kind of cliff, that the racers can fall off if they

stray too far from the track. The overall artstyle of the game will be non-photorealistic, aiming

for a more cartoony/toon-shaded style. Long term motivation and replayability are achieved

by upgrades to vehicles and god-abilities.

The goal of the game obviously differs depending on which role you take on. The drivers will

win the game if at least one of them makes it to the end of the track in one piece and on

time. The god-player on the other hand will win if he can successfully prevent all drivers from

reaching the goal.

Figure 1 Possible splitscreen perspective. Driver-view on the left side and god-view on the right.
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1.1.1. Gameplay
For obvious reasons the gameplay is substantially different depending on whether you play a

driver or the god.

The god-player has a bird’s eye view on the race track and has a variety of abilities at his

disposal to stop the drivers from reaching their goal. Gameplay-wise he will trigger the abil-

ities by pressing the corresponding button and aiming at either the driver he wants to affect

or the part of the track he wants to manipulate or place something on. Therefore his abilities

are divided in three different categories. The first category aims at destroying the race track

or placing obstacles on the track. Example abilities in this tier could be placing rocks on the

track or letting a bridge collapse.

The abilities of the second category directly impact the driver’s ability to control their cars.

Things like obscuring the driver’s sight, inverting their steering controls or messing with the

car in any other fashion like turning of the motor might be available in this tier.

The third category consists of abilities that at first sight are not aimed directly at the drivers,

but can harm them anyway. Examples in this tier of abilities could be a police car that appears

behind a driver, that stops him if he drives too fast or a herd of cows crossing the track.

Figure 2 God-player perspective & UI

Each driver on the other hand has a first person cockpit perspective of his car. His primary

task is to drive his vehicle to the end of the race track, by steering, accelerating and braking

with the WASD keys. Therefore appropriate driving physics have to be implemented with the

goal being more of a fun, arcady kind of driving feeling than that of a realistic simulation.
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In addition to that drivers can collect pickups that are scattered across the track in order to

receive bonuses such as a quick repair, a one-time-use jump or a temporary speed boost.

Also the driver occasionally has to complete little tasks or minigames, that are provoked by

the god player’s actions. An example for such a minigame could be turning on the windshield

wiper after dirt has splashed on the windshield. If the driver hits obstacles his car gets dam-

aged which has effects on both the visuals of the car as well as it’s performance. Therefore

an appropriate damage model has to be implemented.

Figure 3 Driver perspective & UI

1.1.2. Inspiration
A number of other games served as an inspiration for our game idea. As for gameplay our

main inspiration was "Can’t Drive This", an early access game that released on September

26th 2016 on Steam. It is also an asymmetric multiplayer game, where one player drives a

vehicle in a third person perspective while the other player builds the track from a bird’s eye

view, with track parts that appear in random order. The players cooperate in order to make it

as far as possible.

The artstyle and the general fun, arcady feeling that we aim for has been inspired by Nin-

tendo’s Mario Kart games, where players race each other with various characters from mul-

tiple Nintendo franchises and pick up items along the way, that can be used both offensively

and defensively.

Also the races in Grand Theft Auto V Online have been an inspiration for our "race-track-

only" game world. Especially since their Stunt Races update many of the tracks are located

completely in the sky above the game world, getting rid of a lot of restrictions due to the

surrounding geometry and adding the element of falling off the track.
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Figure 4 One of the first sketches of the game.

1.2. Technical Achievements

The main technical achievement will be to implement driving physics, which fit the fun char-

acter of the game. Therefore we need to find a good balance between physically correct

behavior and playability. It should be easy to steer the car and concentrate on avoiding ob-

stacles, but on the other hand, crashes should have permanent influence on the vehicle.

Another important technical point will be to implement online functionality. Since our game

will offer an online multiplayer mode, we plan to implement a peer-to-peer and a client-server

system. Other technical features we plan to add are procedural generation of racetracks and

AI agents for each role a player can take, so that you can also play the game in single player

mode. This mode will mainly be present for testing purposes.

We plan to create our game using the game engine Unity, which all of us are experienced in

using. This way, we can concentrate on tackling the points, that make our game unique and

special.

1.3. Schedule

1.3.1. Layered Task Breakdown
This section provides an overview of the different features the game should contain. The

features are clustered associated to how crucial they are with respect to the game itself. For

the separation we need to differentiate between three topics of features. Each functionality

can either be associated with the driver player, the godlike player or general issues.
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Figure 5 Sketch of one possible artstyle.

Functional Minimum

The functional minimum describes the essential features needed to call the application a

game.

• Driver:

Basic vehicle handling: The driver should be able to steer the car.

Perspective: The driver should have a 3rd person view of the car.
• God-Player:

Basic abilities: the god-player only has a limited number of skills manipulating parts of

the track.

Perspective: The god-player should have a bird’s eye view of the scene.
• General:

Offline multiplayer: The game should be playable on one machine.

Perspective: Both players play on a split screen.

Low Target

The low target represents the least acceptable state of the application that can be submitted

as a final result.

• Driver:

Advanced vehicle handling: On top of steering, the driver should now be able to influ-

ence the car’s velocity.
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Figure 6 Big Idea Bullseye

Perspective: The driver should have a a simple cockpit view of the car.
• God-Player:

Advanced abilities: the variety of skills accessible by the god-player now includes sev-

eral possibilities to also affect the driver directly.
• General:

Track creation: For development purposes we need a construction kit including basic

prefabs, e.g. left and right turns as well as straight lines.

Communication: Peer to peer communication between players should be possible.

Desirable Target

If the game complies with the requirements defined in the desirable target section, the devel-

opers have reached their predetermined goals for this project.

• Driver:

Behavior of the car: The driver can damage the car by crashing into objects.

Pickups: The driver can pick up consumables with advantageous effects, such as car

repair or a speed boost.
• God-Player:

Minigames: The god-player is now able to trigger minigames and external events the

driver has to cope with.
• General:

Online multiplayer: The game provides online multiplayer functionality with some kind
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of server-client architecture.

High Target

The requirements from the high target represent the result of the application if things take

course better than expected.

• Driver:

Realistic vehicle handling: Maneuvering the car should be closer to its real world be-

havior including shifting and oversteering.

Perspective: The driver’s cockpit view should be enhanced. It should display status

information on speed and revolutions per minute.
• God-Player:

Win condition: The god-player can now also win by constraining the client to reach the

safe zone in a limited amount of time.
• General:

Track creation: the construction kit should be replaced by some kind of procedural track

generation.

Multiplayer: Multiple drivers should be able to participate in the game.

Extras

The extras section contains features that would be nice-to-have as addons and future work,

but which do not fit in the scope of this project.

• Driver:

Singleplayer: Include the option to play alone by replacing the god-player with an arti-

ficial intelligence.
• God-Player:

Singleplayer: Include the option to play alone by replacing the driver with an artificial

intelligence.
• General:

Track creation: The generation of tracks should now be fully generic. Each time the

game is started, the map should be generated randomly.

Upgrades: To assure long-term motivation, upgrades could be added to the game, such

as unlockable cars for the driver or skills for the god-player.

1.3.2. Development Schedule
This schedule presents how we plan to implement the game. At the end of the implementation

phase our target is to have all desirable target items to be finished. The schedule includes the

assignment of all four team members to different tasks. This is still work-in-progress and will
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certainly change during the implementation phase. Therefore, this is intended as a guideline

that will help us to keep track of our work and rather not as a binding and final schedule.

Figure 7 Schedule of the game proposal mile stone.

Figure 8 Schedule of the physical prototype mile stone.
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Figure 9 Schedule of the functional minimum layer.

Figure 10 Schedule of the low target layer.

Figure 11 Schedule of the interim demo.

Figure 12 Schedule of the desirable target layer.
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Figure 13 Schedule of the alpha demo.

Figure 14 Schedule of the playtest phase.

Figure 15 Schedule of the final phase.
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1.4. Assessment

Our main game idea is to build a fun, fast paced and easy-to-learn racing game. The main

twist will be the asymmetric gameplay with one player trying to stop the other players from

reaching the end of the track. The driving should feel casual, but still challenging. The thrill

to drive as fast as possible must always be present. The god-mode should be easy-to-learn,

but still offer a wide variety of ways to stop the other players.

This mean that we want to implement two game ideas at once. On the one hand, a fast

passed racing game, where the player needs to reach the end of the track in a racing car

without getting destroyed. The player can choose different paths and pick up items to repair

themselves or to drive faster. On the other hand, a strategy game where the player needs to

stop racing cars from arriving the end of the track. The player has different options to stop

them: placing obstacles, alter the track, damage the car and others.

We have two main focus groups for our game. Firstly, fans of racing games, who like to feel

the thrill to escape and are open to a more casual, less realistic driving experience. Secondly,

fans of strategic and tower-defense-like games, which like strategy thinking and the challenge

to stop other players from reaching a goal. Based on the mixture of casual, fast and strategic

game mechanics, we are certain that our game idea will also be appealing to other groups of

players.

In summary, our criteria of success contains of five aspects. Firstly, the driving of the car

should feel natural and fitting to the fun and fast-passed gameplay. Secondly, the god-mode

should be easy to use, but hard to be mastered. Furthermore, the balance between the

driving and the god-mode must feel fair. This means that it should be not too easy for the

god-mode player to stop the others and also the other way around. Additionally, the tracks

should be well designed and offer enough possible strategies for both type of gameplay. And

lastly, it should be fun to play.
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2. Physical Prototype

2.1. Prototype

The main reason for creating a physical prototype for any kind of application is to test its

core idea. In case of a game, the prototype should carve out the core gameplay and test its

functionality. Applied to our project "Ready, Steady, Die", it is important to try out whether

our main element, the asymmetric multiplayer component, works with respect to our game

idea. Therefore, we designed and build a card board game whose mechanics and rules will

be described in the following section.

2.1.1. General
The "Ready, Steady, Die" card board game is designed for 2 players. One player represents

the god and the other the driver. Both of the players have the possibility to gain and use

action cards. The driver starts with 3 health points and neither the god nor the driver have

any action cards in the beginning. One turn consists of 2 phases:

1. the driver throws the dice and moves according to the resulting number. Depending on

the action card the driver posseses, he can either play it before or while moving. If the

driver passes/lands on a pick up tile, he draws a card.

2. the god draws a card from his stack and can play the cards on his hand. He may not

posses more than 3 cards at once.

The driver wins the game if he reaches the end of the track. As the asymmetry implies, the

god wins if he can prevent the driver from reaching the end by reducing the drivers health

points to 0.

Figure 16 "Ready, Steady, Die" board.
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2.1.2. Abilities
Both of the players have a stack consisting of 5 different types of action cards.

The God:

• Disable Engine: Stun the driver for 1 round. Can be used after the driver has rolled the

dice. The driver mustn’t move and his turn ends.

• Place Obstacle: Place a tree on any tile except for pickup tiles. When player passes a tile

with a tree, he has to throw the dice a second time. If this results in less than 5 pips, he

loses 1 health point.

• Place Bomb: Place a bomb which explodes after 2 rounds inflicting damage to the tile and

all adjacent tiles.

• Destroy Track: Destroy the bridge on the track. Can be used at any time during the driver’s

turn. Falling down the bridge causes 1 point of damage and resets the player’s position to

the last tile before choosing a path at the bridge.

• Slow Down: Place spikes on the track that make the driver stop and end his turn at a

specific tile.

Figure 17 Action cards of the god player.

The Player:

• Boost: Amount of thrown pips increased by 3.

• Jump: Bypass the next obstacle. Can only be used before rolling the dice. If the driver

has used the jump, he will ignore any obstacle in his way under the condition that he can
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pass the obstacle in this turn. This way he can pass a tree, a set of spikes or the broken

bridge unharmed.

• Stun God: Stun god for 1 round.

• Repair: Returns 1 health point to the player.

• Remove Obstacle: Can be used when the driver moves on a tile with an obstacle (in this

case a tree, spikes or a bomb). Removes the obstacle from the track and the driver can

continue his turn (move as far as he rolled).

Figure 18 Action cards of the driver.

2.2. Experience

Our overall impression of testing our prototype was pretty positive. In comparison to our

expectation, it was much easier to make the game fun and balanced. Both the driver’s as

well as the god player’s chances to win the game were approximately the same, which made

it fair and competitive.

We learned, that a big challenge will be to design the track in a way, that all possible routes

on the track are attractive to the driver. On our prototype map, the driver always decided to

take the longer way at the first parting of the ways because of the additional pickups he could

collect. Also, the track should be designed in a way, that the god player’s abilities and the

drivers’ pickups work as intended.

Another thing we learned while playing our prototype was, that a small number of different

abilities and pickups is sufficient. In our setup, we used five of each, which was enough

to create a lot of variation and at the same time prevented the players from losing track.

Therefore, when implementing the game, we will focus on getting few items right which fit
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(a) Bomb that can be placed by
the god on any tile.

(b) Shows the picture of the
bridge on the map.

(c) The pickup sign that are
placed on the board.

(d) Slowdown item that can be
placed by the god on any tile.

(e) Tree that can be placed by the
god on any tile.

Figure 19 Several items that are used in the prototype.

Figure 20 Picture playing the prototype.
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each other well.

2.3. Design Revisions

In this section we will explain which design revisions and changes we have derived from

playing our physical prototype and receiving critiques from the other groups participating in

the Computer Games Laboratory.

2.3.1. Prototype
For the most part, we were rather surprised how well our ideas worked as a physical proto-

type. The asymmetric gameplay with two different roles and the possibility to use abilities in

order to turn the odds in either one’s favor, resulted in a fun experience right from the first time

we tried our prototype. Therefore these two concepts still hold as central design concepts in

our game.

After having received the suggestion, that the driver possibly should be able to also influence

the god in some way and not only the other way around, we tried to test this concept with the

Stun God ability in our prototype. It turns out that this kind of interaction is really fun and adds

another layer of strategy to the game. On the other hand, the feeling of being at the god’s

mercy and the knowledge that you can not entirely defeat him is still also an important con-

cept. Therefore we will have to make sure, that we don’t make those abilities, that influence

the god, too powerful.

We also found, that it was difficult to make it possible for the driver to take different paths on

the track, that are equally attractive. For example whether the driver should take a longer

path with a pickup on the way or the shorter path, that gets him to the goal quicker, without

offering a pickup. Because of that we want to focus on few or even a single track, that is well

thought out. With this in mind, automatic/procedural generation of the tracks will move even

further back in our priority list and development schedule.

2.3.2. Critiques
First of all we want to thank the other teams for their honest and constructive feedback. Over-

all the asymmetric gameplay seems to be the most liked feature in our game.

One aspect that was frequently requested, is the ability to play the game in as many circum-

stances as possible. So we should try not only to support online multiplayer but also local

splitscreen multiplayer and singleplayer modes.

An interesting addition to our gameplay would be having a sort of guardian angel on the

drivers’ team, that needs to help protect the drivers from the god and competes with the god

on a more equal level.
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3. Interim Report

3.1. Progress

As stated in the project schedule we started with the implementation of our game right after

finishing the physical prototype. By now, we have finished the functional minimum layer and

are fully working on the low target. In general, we are happy with our progress, especially

with the network part and the track building. Furthermore, we think based on the work we

already done, we can quickly make progress in the development of the game. Nevertheless,

they are still lots of things to implement and test. We are aware that we need to focus on the

core gameplay mechanics to have a complete and fun game in the end.

Figure 21 Current version of the gameplay from editor.

3.1.1. Progress in Layers
In this subsection we will describe the progress of our game in more detail. This will be based

on our goals for each layer as we stated in the first chapter. We will mostly focus on the first

two layers, but will also mention some aspects of the desired target layer and what needs to

be done. Challenges during our implementations will be described in the last section of this

chapter.

Car Functionality We have completed all the task as laid down in the functional minimum.

We implemented the basic vehicle handling, including special abilities like a boost and

jump. The 3rd person view is working well and the camera perspective changes if we drive

backwards. For the vehicle we are using in the moment a standard model. Currently we

are working on better vehicle handling that can works well with our tracks, which includes a

custom car design. Cockpit view of the low target is not yet implemented. The foundations

of a pickup system are also already implemented. Further task are also adding sound and
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controller support.

God Functionality In this area, we have finished the basic user interface, the bird view and

some basic abilities like bombs and obstacles. The logic of having ability points has been

implemented and other ideas like disabling the engine of the player are under develop-

ment. Further task here are to balance the abilities, create new ones and improve the user

interface.

Track Building We started here by creating a basic editor in Unity3d to easily create and

modify tracks. To model the track we are using Bezier surface patches1, where each patch

consist out of 16 control points. With this approach many shapes can be formed, including

the creation of tracks with curvature/bending. We created a simple track with this system

and added already some default parts like curves to the editor. Therefore, we are here

well into the low target and working on new tracks and evaluating the possibilities of track

destruction.

Network The network part is already very far in the development cycle. We already have

local area multiplayer and as well an online multiplayer where up to 20 concurrent users

can play (limitations of the free Unity3d edition). The asymmetric multiplayer gameplay with

interaction between driver and god is working. An basic multiplayer lobby is implemented

and can be used. The split-screen mode is postponed because it is completely different to

the normal multiplayer function. If we have time, we will try to implement it at the end of the

development. Further task are to enhance the user interface and fine tune the settings of

network.

UI, game rules and others The user interface is in a very early stage and needs a lot of

fine tuning. The general game rules are working and the basic interaction between driver

and god is implemented. Overall, no sound effects are implemented yet and the balance

of the game is not done.

Figure 22 First version of the track from above

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bezier_surface
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3.1.2. Forecast
Overall, we think we should manage to finish our project plan in time, if we focus on our main

ideas. In some areas, we are a little bit behind the schedule, in other areas like the network

part and the track construction we are a little bit ahead. At the moment, they are two mayor

areas, which could endanger our schedule. Firstly, the balancing of the game could consume

to much time and therefore the game might in the end not as much fun to play as it could be.

As a precaution, we try to start the balancing as early as possible and focus on a handful of

abilities for the god and pickups for the driver. Secondly, creating tracks that work well with

our game idea. On the one hand, they should be challenging for the driver, but not too hard.

On the other hand, offering the god player enough possibilities to interact with the driver in a

fun way. Beside this, there are many small things that needs to be taken care of to make the

game fun to play like sounds, feedback for the players, a good user interface, nice optics and

many more.
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3.2. Game description

At the start of the game, a lobby screen is displayed. The player can either create or join a

game on the public server or create or join a game on a manual connection.

Figure 23 The lobby.

Once a player joins a server, they can see the other players, enter their names and specify,

whether they are ready to start.

Figure 24 All the players in a match.

When every player is ready, the game starts automatically within 3 seconds.
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3.2.1. God player
The god player looks at the scene in birds-eye-view and is able to move the camera by moving

the mouse to the border of the screen or by using the WASD Keys. Scrolling the mouse wheel

allows to change the height of the camera. In the top of the screen, the current amount of

action points is displayed, which is raised by one each second. These points can be used to

select one of the abilities in the bottom of the screen. The abilities can either be selected by

clicking on the corresponding button (see figure 25) or by pressing the associated key. After

choosing one of the abilities, the user can activate it at the position of the cursor by clicking

the left mouse button.

Figure 25 The god player’s view.

So far, the god player can use two abilities: place an obstacle and place a bomb.

(a) Some obstacles placed on the
track.

(b) A bomb before the explosion. (c) The explosion of a bomb.

Figure 26 Currently available abilities.
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3.2.2. Driver player
The driver player looks at the scene from behind the car. By pressing the up-arrow or the ’W’

key, it is possible to accelerate, by pressing the down-arrow or the ’S’ key, the player is able

to brake. The left-arrow and right-arrow as well as the ’A’ and the ’D’ button can be used to

steer the car to the left or the right. Additionally to this basic steering, the player can also

jump over obstacles or holes in the track by pressing the space-bar. In the air, the player can

rotate the car around the longitudinal axis (roll) with the left-arrow and right-arrow and around

the lateral axis (pitch) using the up-arrow and down-arrow keys.

Figure 27 The driver player’s view.

In some places on the track, the user can collect pick-ups, which he can then use by pressing

the left shift key. At the moment, the only useable pickup is "boost", which accelerates the

car for a short time. Also, we placed several checkpoints throughout the course, so that the

player doesn’t have to drive the whole distance again, when he falls from the track

Figure 28 A pickup. Figure 29 The car is about to drive through a checkpoint.

Finally, the game ends when the god or the driver player reaches his winning conditions.

The driver wins, when he reaches the goal, the god on the other hand wins, if the car is

destroyed. Starting with 100 health points, the health gets reduced by ten points each time

the car crashed into an obstacle, is hit by a bomb, or falls from the track.
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3.3. Challenges

This section focuses on the problems and handicaps we had during the first implementation

phase. It will be divided into 4 parts: driver player, god player, track generation and network

architecture.

3.3.1. Driver Player
For the driver, the occurring challenges originated from two topics: vehicle physics and a

uniform vision of the car’s behavior. As we make use of the wheel colliders provided by Unity,

we had to get a basic understanding about how these colliders work. The hardest part here

was to figure out which of the various parameters have to be adapted in order to change a

certain behavior. So far, we achieved to implement a decent car that approximates our desired

vehicle handling relatively close. Although the car did well on the test tracks during the last

weeks, driving it on a potential race track brought up new problems. We were confronted with

new edge cases about which we haven’t spend a thought before. Still, we were able to handle

these issues good enough so far. The third and biggest challenge we had to overcome was

to get on the same page about the car’s behavior. Whenever a new issue was solved, at least

two of our team members were not satisfied with the solution. At that point we figured out

we should build a uniform vision of our vehicle handling in general. In the current state we

all have the same idea in mind and can thereby hopefully reduce the numbers of problems

arising in the future development.

3.3.2. God Player
Concerning the god player, actually only a few challenges arose. The intended functionality

of the different ability was almost trouble-free. To explain the problem during the development

phase, here is a short recap about the implementation of the god’s abilities. When the player

presses the specific button for an ability, the object is initialized at the position of the mouse

cursor and follows the player’s movement. Afterwards as soon as the player presses the left

mouse button, the object drops down on the position on the track. The challenge we had to

overcome here was to keep the object at a specific height before it is spawned by the player

(i.e. attached to the mouse cursor). At first, whenever the cursor was not over parts of the

track, the object snapped to a lower height since our track is in the air. See figure 25 for an

impression of how the god view looks like.

3.3.3. Track Generation
One problem that came to our minds right at the beginning was the concern about which

approach to choose for modeling the track. The discussed options were about having either

fixed models or total flexibility and also if the track should only be flat or with bending. The

concept that won our considerations was to create the track with Bezier surface patches.

Another challenge was to make an editor that can be used easily by everyone. We had to

create some kind of standard track parts like curves and straight tiles. The most difficult part

here was to implement the clamping of the patches that are added to the scene.
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3.3.4. Network Architecture
Unity provides the developers with powerful built-in networking components. Resulting from

this, our initial considerations about how we are able to connect the multiple clients changed.

We were confronted with the problem to understand how Unity’s networking components

connect multiple clients. In particular, we had to figure out how to do remote procedure

calls, how to synchronize attributes and objects over the network without delay and many

more. What helped a lot here was finding the Unity networking source Code on bitbucket,

as we were able to have a look inside the magic in order to apply the correct components

and methods to our specific requirements. It was especially difficult for us to connect the

players since our game contains two asymmetric player types. The intended use of Unity’s

networking functionality is to connect applications with symmetric behavior on all clients.
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4. Alpha Report

4.1. Progress

At this point, most of the implementation work is done. We are happy with the progress we

made since the interim report. We finished all the desired targets except the cockpit view of

the driver, which we discarded. In retrospective, the project plan and the targets we defined

were a good starting point and helped a lot to keep track of our progress. Now we are looking

forward to let friends and others play the game and get their feedback. This will be especially

helpful in balancing the game and maybe tweak some of the game elements. We hope that

they will enjoy the game as much as we do.

The next sections will describe the progress, the state of the game at this point in time and the

challenges, we faced since the interim report. We will start with the things that are missing or

were discarded.

Figure 30 Overview of the New York City track.

4.1.1. What is missing?
Overall, we can say that nothing essential is missing in our game. All major game mechanics

are working and are implemented. As already mentioned in the introduction, we discarded

the cockpit view of the driver, because it did not fit to the arcade gameplay anymore. With this

change, we also removed the minigames for the driver and fully concentrated on the pickups

and abilities.

Furthermore, we did not made as much progress in the area of balancing the game. The

main reason was lack of time and that it was not really possible to test the balance with not all

game mechanics implemented. In the last milestone, we had already moved the splitscreen

to the extras.
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4.1.2. What is done?
In the last three weeks we finished a lot of work. In the following, we will describe what we

achieved in each area. The structure is similar to the progress subsection in the last chapter.

Targets that we already described there, will only be shortly or not mentioned.

Car Functionality We have finished all task in our development schedule up to the high

target. The car model is done and we improved the card handling a lot. The pickups are

all working now: repair, stun god, shockwave, shield. They can be picked up by the driver

and used. The jump and boost ability can always be used, but are consuming energy.

Basic sound effects are included for the driving and the pickups. The user interface is done

and contains a minimap of the track. The camera is now smoothly following the car. In

summary, all game mechanics are done and only need fine tuning.

God Functionality In this area, we have completed all task. The god player can use in total

five abilities: disable engine, invert controls, destroy Track, place obstacles and bombs.

They will be described in more detail in the game description section. The user interface

is done and needs only some small adjustments. The sound effects are completed. We

added a health bar to the driver models to let the god see how much damage the car has

already taken. A simple artificial intelligence was implemented for the single player.

Track Building The first two tracks are done. The first one is set in New York City and the

second one in Frankfurt. We use the technology from last year to generate the cities. This

allows us to procedural generate cities with the help of the Open Street Map data. We

further fine tuned the editor to enhance its usability like setting the length of one patch. For

now we dropped the goal to implement a procedural generated track generator.

Network In comparison to the last milestone, we worked mainly on the part of synchronizing

the driver and god data. We implemented the function to select different tracks and change

the role of the player. Furthermore, we added stats to the game like how many pickups or

abilities used. They are shown at the end of the game.

UI, art style and more We put a lot of work into the user interface and the feedback for

driver and god. We are happy with the results. We followed the color schema, which

we used for our track design. Sounds, pop-ups and icons are used to guide the player.

Furthermore, we added some particle effects to highlight certain actions like the boost of

the car or that the engine is disabled. Overall, we completely changed the art-style of the

game to a more toon like game. We therefore used the build-in toon shader of Unity3D.

4.1.3. What’s next?
The next step in our development is now the playtesting. We hope to get a lot of feedback for

the balance of our game and also what feedback mechanism are missing. This includes the

cost for the abilities, the placement of the pickups, the damage and duration of abilites and

many other things.

Furthermore, we plan to add some of our high targets and extras. We want to enhanced the

car model by breaking lights, add better sound, allow multiple drivers, add a better tutorial,

fine tune a lot of elements, and generate some more tracks. We do not know how much of
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this we will able to include. But even if we not able to include all, we think our game will be a

lot of fun to play.

4.2. Game description

At the start of the game, the main menu is displayed. There is one tutorial video for each the

god and the driver player. In singleplayer mode, the player plays as the driver against a god

AI. When selecting the multiplayer mode, the lobby mentioned in the interim report opens.

Figure 31 The main menu.

The only thing that changed in the game creation screen is, that players now can select

whether they prefer to be the god or driver player.

Figure 32 All the players in a match.

When every player is ready, the game starts automatically within 3 seconds.
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4.2.1. God player
The control of the god is still the same as described in the interim report. We changed the

position of the action point count to the left of the abilities to make it easier for players to

understand their meaning.

Figure 33 The god player’s view.

We implemented five abilities for the god player. "Obstacle" places a crate on the track. Once

it is hit by a car, the crate is destroyed and deals ten points damage. A "Bomb" can also be

placed on the track and explodes after some seconds. All cars hit by the explosion receive

30 points damage. To avoid this, a player can drive into the bomb before the explosion,

which kicks the bomb away and reduces the damage to 10 points. The "Invert" ability inverts

the steering of all drivers in the influence radius and "Disable" stops the engine of drivers in

the influence region for a short time. When using "Destroy", a part of the track falls to the

ground.

(a) An obstacle
placed on the track.

(b) A destroyed crate. (c) A bomb before the
explosion.

(d) The cursor with in-
fluence radius.

Figure 34 Currently available abilities.

4.2.2. Driver player
The basic control of the car hasn’t changed since our interim report. Steering is still done with

the WASD keys, the driver can jump using the space bar and boost using the left shift key.

Both jump and boost now consume action points. A jump needs ten points once, while the

boost ability constantly reduces the number of action points while being applied. Figure 35
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shows the current GUI for the driver player. In the lower left corner of the screen, the current

speed and available action points are shown. The lower right corner shows the car’s current

health points as well as a mini map of the track including the position of the car. In the top,

the player can see the current pickup.

Figure 35 The driver player’s view.

We replaced the boost pickup by four new pickups. "Repair" restores 30 health points,

"Shockwave" sends out a shockwave, which destroys crates and blows away bombs. "Shield"

prevents the car from being damaged for a few seconds and "Stun God" prevents the god

player from doing any actions for some time. All pickups can be used without spending any

action points.

Figure 36 Different pickups as displayed in the GUI.

Finally, the game ends when the god or the driver player reaches his winning conditions. The

driver wins, when he reaches the goal, the god on the other hand wins, if the car is destroyed.

Once the game is over, the match statistics screen containing information about how the

players performed is shown. The players can then return to the lobby or to the game creation

screen to start a new game.

4.3. Challenges

This section focuses on the problems and handicaps we had on our way to the alpha release

of our application. As in the previous chapter, the challenges will be divided into the domains

we have been working on.
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Figure 37 An example result of a match.

4.3.1. Driver Player
After finally being on the same page about the car’s behavior look and feel, the next step was

to design a car model. Apart from difficulties we had with the design in general, one other

big challenge arose: Modeling tools. The tool used to design the car model was Blender1.

Because our group does not have much knowledge about modeling and designing game ob-

jects, this turned out to be a rather time consuming and in some parts frustrating task. Either

problems occured concerning the tool’s functionalities or related to dissatisfaction by the out-

come of the work. Another quite challenging task was to make the game playable with all

kinds of controllers. If all controllers would interact with Unity as described in documentations

and examples, this would have been quite simple. Caused by some outliers as for example

the Sony Playstation 4 Controller, a lot more investigation than originally planned was needed

here to complete that task. Last but not least, one challenge already teasing us during the

first implementation phase, i.e. the parameter juggling for the car behavior, had to be revis-

ited. We are still not done with finally deciding on what the best setting for the many different

attributes is and hope to figure this out during the play testing phase.

4.3.2. God Player
In the second implementation phase there were no specific problems concerning the god

player. Almost all of the challenges originated when synchronizing objects, like crates or

bombs, and abilites on the host’s and client’s side as described in the network architecture

subsection.

4.3.3. Track Generation
After having the possibility to design and create tracks quite easy and fast, the impression of

quick track generation almost settled in our minds. We did hardly consider the fact of making

a track fair and driveable. Next to building tracks that look interesting scaling it correctly so

that also multiple cars could drive on it, the fairness factor was the biggest problem. What

1 https://www.blender.org/
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turned out to be the hardest part was to design the track in a way that it features the three

following features:

• The track should avoid unfair and undriveable parts,

• avoid huge shortcuts and

• give the god player the possibility to use the abilities in reasonable places.

4.3.4. Network Architecture
As we already figured out during the first implementation phase, implementing the Unity Net-

working components can be quite a pain when having a rather complex project setup. The

biggest problem was that there is hardly any support and maintenance for the Unity Net-

working library. We had to solve lots of problems concerning the synchronization of actions

between the god and the driver player, where different behaviors occured depending on which

player was the client and which one was the host. On top of that, there was one factor that

increased the difficulty by a good amount: The functionalities of the Unity Networking library

are hardly documented. Due to the poor or missing descriptions, we had to go through the

source code ourselves to figure out which methods to use for the particular edge cases. This

ended up in manipulating the source code so that it satisfied our needs. All in all this was

the most complicated part. Whoever of our contributors had to lay hands on the network

architecture topic ended his task rather confused. Though this may sound pretty pessimistic,

we managed to take care of most of the problems. In general, we are satisfied by our results

so far.

4.3.5. General
Coexisting with the challenges in the domains above, there were some general problems we

had to cope with. As we wanted to implement our game in toon shaded artstyle, we iterated

over the art style generation process until we found something that equally satisfied all of us.

We implemented several designs for the driver and the god UI to be able to make an objective

comparison. After finally figuring out which artstyle we wanted to use, we had to pick some

interesting sound effects which suited the appearance of our game. This turned out to be

quite difficult due to several reasons. Either we were not able to find a decent sound effect

for whatsoever actions or they were not for free. As a summary we are satisfied with the

current state of our game. In a nutshell, although a lot more challenges arose than we had

in our minds at the very beginning, we were always able to keep the project setup and our

development process structured and avoided almost any kinds of chaos.
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5. Playtest Report

5.1. Playtest

As for our playtesting sessions, we had 18 participants aged between 15 and 27 (see figure

38(b) for the age distribution), of which two where female as depicted in figure 38(a).

(a) Gender. (b) Age.

Figure 38 Demographic information about participants.

Most testers had relatively much experience with playing games in general. The experience

with racing games on the other hand was evenly distributed. Almost all testers liked arcade

racing games at least to some extend.

Figure 39 Experience of the playtesters.

We tried to group the participants in pairs to have a better impression of how the balancing

between god and driver works in our current version of our game. In cases in which this

wasn’t possible, one of us played against the tester. After some initial explanations, the

participants where asked to provide details about their age and gender, as well as how much

experience they have with games. Next, the testers where allowed to play the game as much

as they liked. While they played the game, we made notes and analyzed, which parts of the
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game need to be changed to improve the usability and balancing of the game. At the end

of the session, the participants filled a survey about the game whose results are described

below.

5.2. Results

This section will describe the results of the playtest. Therefore, we will summarize the an-

swers of the testers and highlight overall trends. The structure of the this section will be

analogous to the survey. A score of zero is the minimum that can be reached and in general

corresponds to the answer "‘not at all"’. A score of four is the maximum and corresponds in

general to the answer "‘very much"’. In the boxplots the cross displays the average score.

5.2.1. Gameplay
The first impression of the game was overall positive. Some people mentioned that it was fun

to play, some that we should improve the graphics of the game and that the controls were a

little bit too sensible. The following list shows some of the first impressions:

• Arcade Game

• Good idea, good implementation

• Positive except some small complaints

• Looks more like a game for children

• Simple

• Cool game, makes fun

• Good multiplayer game with potential

Furthermore, most people said that they found the game length just right. Only two people

said too short and nobody said too long. This corresponded to our experience playing the

game. You can see the distribution in Figure 40.

In general, the objective was clear for all players with an average score of 3.67 and they found

it not too hard to understand the game mechanics and rules. The difficulty of the game itself

was perceived with mixed feelings. The distribution can be see in Figure 41. We think we can

still improve in this area by improving the tutorial and the general feedback in the game. This

will be described in more detail in the next section. Overall, we observed no strategy that was

dominant to win the game.

5.2.2. Driving
The driving was received as good, but not perfect when using the controller. Especially the

behavior of the car in the air and when landing was criticized. Also when the car was near the
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Figure 40 This figure shows how the tester answered the question about the game length.

Figure 41 This figure shows how the tester answered the questions about the game mechanics.
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border of the track, it was critiqued that the car sometimes stuck there. The pickup system

was rated relatively good. You can see the results of these questions in Figure 42. The control

with the keyboard was overall received relatively bad, especially the air control.

The following enumerations highlight some of the general answers of the users:

Most Favorite Aspects Jumps, speed, thrill to escape, track, avoid attacks, winning, chal-

lenge

Least Favorite Aspects Air control, shield, respawn, landing

General Stuck upside down, easy to learn, breaking is too hard, steering to direct

In the eyes of the playtesters, the most useful pickup was the repair (8), followed by stun god

(6). The least useful one for most players was the shockwave with 10 votes followed by stun

god with 5 votes. The results in detail can be seen in Figure 42. In summary, no pickup was

overpowered. Only the shockwave should probably be improved.

(a) Answers for the driving questions (b) Votes for the most useful pickup

(c) Votes for the least useful pickup

Figure 42 This figure shows how the tester answered the questions about the driving.

5.2.3. God
Overall, the god mode was rated very good with an average score of 3.5. The abilities were

received similar with a score of 3.22. The most useful ability in the eyes of the players was

invert steering with 10 votes. The least useful was place obstacle with 8 votes, followed by

disable engine with 5. This was rather surprising for us, because we thought that disable

engine would be voted by most players, and that place obstacle would be received much

more positively. Nevertheless, the results show that no ability is dominating all the other and

there is none which is disliked by all players. The results can be seen in more detail in Figure
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43.

In general, player would keep the current system with action points. Only two said that they

rather want a cooldown system instead of action points. In the following, some of the remarks

of testers are listed:

Most Favorite Aspects Invert steering, to be god, to fight the driver, bombs

Least Favorite Aspects Some parts not visible, Drop time, too powerful, placing obstacles

General great idea, more features, makes fun

(a) Answers for the god questions (b) Votes for the most useful ability

(c) Votes for the least useful ability

Figure 43 This figure shows how the tester answered the questions about the god mode.

5.2.4. Track
The track design was rated mostly positively. They liked the amount of jumps and pickups

placed on each track. The width of track was for most players satisfying. Figure 44 shows the

results in more detail.

Some general remarks are listed in the following enumeration:

Most Favorite Aspects Amount of curves, different cities, variations, jumps, curves sur-

faces

Least Favorite Aspects Some jumps, behavior at the rim, overlaps

General Nice tracks, Not everything visible

In summary, we are quite happy with the feedback about the track design because we had no

experience with this before. They are definitely some parts that need improvements, but the

feedback overall is better than we expected it.
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(a) Answers for the track questions (b) More jumps

(c) More pickups

Figure 44 This figure shows how the tester answered the questions about the track part.

5.2.5. User Interface
The user interface and the controls were received good, but definitely showed that there is

room for improvements. Some results of the questionnaires can be found in Figure 45. Some

remarks for improvements were that the speed display is kind of needless, that some controls

are a little bit small like the actions points or the minimap, and that the lobby has another

design than the rest of the game. Nevertheless, tester liked that the interface was easy to

use and shorcuts were displayed. Furthermore, that the player sometimes received tips like

what control to press or that it was self-explanatory and not overloaded.

Figure 45 This figure shows how the tester answered the questions about the user interface and controls.
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5.2.6. Graphics
The graphics were rated with mixed feelings. Some liked the cartoon style and the overall art

style. Others, rather wanted more sophisticated and realistic graphics. In general, the players

like the visual effects for the user actions and that the road are changing the color before

falling. The ratings in detail are displayed in Figure 46. Overall, we are okay with the ratings

especially with no artist in the background. We think the graphics is decent enough for our

game. Maybe we can improve some aspects until the final release.

Figure 46 This figure shows how the tester answered the questions about the graphics.

5.2.7. Music and Sound
The music was rated over the whole spectrum. So some really liked it, whether others really

disliked it. The sound effects were rated good and better than the sound of the car. But many

did not really realized that there was sound for the car. In summary, we are happy that they

liked the sound effects and music is always a matter of taste. Figure 47 shows the results.

Figure 47 This figure shows how the tester answered the questions about the music and sound.

5.2.8. General
Nearly all players would want to play another round of our game (3.56). The game idea of

“drivers vs god” was rated extremely well with an average score of 3.89. The game itself was

rated also really high with an average score of 3.56. The game setting was also liked by most

players (3.05). Only how polished the game was rated relatively low with an average of 1.94.

The results can be seen in more detail in Figure 48.
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Some of the suggestions of what we could make better are listed here:

• Bigger multiplayer part: more drivers, more gods

• Trackeditor

• Different cars and more tracks

• More abilities and pickups -> Players select some of them

• Different difficulties

• Level system for god and driver

• Final touch is missing

• Improve steering; car should not flip as easily

• Improve graphics

• Game made a lot of fun

In summary, we are extremely happy that the game was received that well. Everybody, liked

the game idea and the game was fun for nearly everybody. The playtest definitely showed

that there is still a lot to do in order to fix all bugs and make the game smoother. A lot of

the players also would like to have more drivers/gods in the game. And also for long-term

motivation many suggested to include some leveling or customization to the game.

Figure 48 This figure shows the general feedback of the players.

5.3. Issues & Changes

In this section we want to outline how the results of the playtesting influenced our plans for

the upcoming implementation phase. Not only did we realize that we should change a couple

of things, but we also figured out that we have to fix some features.
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5.3.1. Issues
During the playtesting multiple bugs appeared in situations we would not have expected any

failures. Almost all of the problems that occured are related to the network connection and

many of them were not always reproducible. To give some examples, we will state some

bugs that appeared more frequently. One of them was a freeze of the game during the

loading screen, sometimes it appeared on both ends, sometimes only the client got stuck.

Another bug was that at some random points throughout the game, the driver’s position was

synchronized incorrectly so that the player was rendered below the track and therefore not

visible to the god player. A third and last network bug: In some scenarios, only in the client’s

instance of the game, a few abilities did not work correctly or did not synchronize the effect

over the network. The only bug that occured related to another topic than networking was that

our implementation of a check on whether the driver is currently grounded or airborne did not

work in all edge cases. Resulting from this, the controls didn’t change to airborne controls

which highly increased the difficulty for some jumps.

5.3.2. Changes
Thanks to our structured survey containing all 4 sections we wanted to have a deeper look

into and also thanks to the constructive feedback by our testers, the results were helpful for

setting up a plan for the next implementation phase. We divided the changes into categories

with different priority: Critical, major and minor.

Critical
Changes clustered to the priority critical have to be implemented in order to achieve a decent

level of pleasure while playing our game. Most importantly, we realized that almost all of the

testers were overstrained by the functionalities of each player. This indicated that our tutorial

video needs several improvements to avoid frustration in the first rounds of playing the game.

Otherwise a big amount of people would lose the attraction to Ready, Steady, Die! quickly.

What led to frustration for some testers was the car’s behavior while airborne. By using

multiple box colliders to approach the car mesh, the whole car became edgy and it loses all

of its velocity when touching the ground with one of those colliders. As long as a player did

not figure out how to do perfect jumps everybody will be frustrated by the outcome.

Major
Major changes means features which should definitely be implemented if we can make time

to do so. Multiple testers complained about the fact that our multiplayer lobby is not explicit

enough. Some of them were confused by the lobby and accidentally hosted in LAN instead of

online. Another major change is to implement a refresh button when listing all existing servers

so that the client has the opportunity to refresh in case the dedicated server is not hosted yet.

Also, the general behavior of the car while airborne should be adapted. This change resulted

from watching a lot of people struggling with the same jump over and over again. As depicted

in Figure 43 the disable engine ability of the god player has been found to be one of the two

most unuseful abilities of the god player. We therefore thought about changing its impact on
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the driver. In the current state, it does not affect the driver significantly when driving at a

certain speed. On top of that, also a driver ability needs improvement. Figure 42 shows that

the shockwave pickup left the impression of being one of the least useful driver abilities. This

resulted from hardly being able to push away bombs with the shockwave. Concluding from

this, we need to increase its impact on bombs to make it more useful to the driver.

Minor
Minor changes are defined by a nice-to-have feature which will be clustered to the extra

targets. One of them was to improve the music and sound effects of the game. Testers either

wanted to have the opportunity to choose by themselves or at least being able to mute the

music. Another desired customization was to change the car’s color. Although improving the

tutorial is a critical issue, making it interactive as mentioned by a tester is a minor issue as

we are certain about a video being adequate for the amount of features we provide in our

game.

5.3.3. Summary
In a nutshell, we are satisfied with the results we obtained from the playtesting phase. First of

all we gained insight about bugs and flaws we would not have detected ourselves. Second,

we were able to see what the first reaction of players was who were not involved in the

development process. All in all, the testers liked our game and some even stated that they

were toying with the idea of buying the game after its final release.
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6. Final Release

6.1. Summary

Based on this year’s topic of the Computer Games Laboratory "Speed", we came up with

the idea of with the idea of a racing game in which one player tries to reach a goal while

another player tries to hinder him in his task. This concept of an asymmetrical multiplayer

game directly implied, that our focus on the technical side will be to provide a stable online

mode which is evenly balanced, so that both players have fun playing the game. Another

technical achievement we aimed for was to realize the driving physics in a way, that allows

the car to be steered intuitively and enables the drivers to focus on defending themselves

against the scheming of the god players.

Since we already finished almost all important parts of the game at the alpha release, we

used the last weeks primarily to balance the game based on the results of the playtest and

improved the usability. To make it easier for the god to follow the movement of the driver, we

reworked the camera of the god player. It now moves faster and additionally can be boosted.

Also, the god player can jump directly to the car of the driver or follow it automatically. For the

driver player, we replaced the speed display by an explanation, which button triggers which

action and added the possibility to change the car’s color. Besides these, we made several

small changes concerning bug fixes, balancing and additional explanations. For example, we

added control schemes and hints to the loading screen and a message for the god player, if

the invert steering or disable engine ability misses.

Figure 49 A representative scene in god mode.
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Figure 50 The driver destroys a crate using the shockwave ability.

Figure 51 The loading screen contains the controls and hints for the selected role.

Figure 52 The controls can also be displayed during the game.
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6.2. Experience

6.2.1. From the initial ideas to the final game
In the game concept stage of the project we developed our initial ideas for how our game

would work and look. With the physical prototype we were able to get a first impression of

whether our ideas would lead to a fun game and we were pretty happy with the results so

far. According to this, a lot of our initial ideas made it into the game almost without changes.

These ideas include among others the core asymmetric multiplayer gameplay, the driver vs

god mechanic, the setting with the racing track in the sky and the cartoony artstyle.

In two areas however we made significant changes to our initial ideas. Initially we planned

to start out development with only a local splitscreen multiplayer mode. However we did not

implement the splitscreen mode at all, because Unity’s Networking library makes the initial

setup of a multiplayer game very easy. Therefore we went straight for our low and desirable

targets and implemented local area network and online multiplayer. Since that implementation

would have required quite some work to port to a local splitscreen multiplayer, we decided to

focus on improving the game’s mechanics.

Also the concept of the driver underwent some major changes. We initially planned to have

a first person cockpit camera for the driver. Additionally we wanted to have minigames that

were meant to distract the driver and provide an additional challenge. We started out with

a third person camera, because this way we did not have to model the inside of the car at

the start of our project. It turned out however that with a third person camera you have a

better overview of what is going on in the game. And with the track being located in the air

and therefore the danger of falling off and the additional hazard caused by the god using his

various abilities, this additional overview is required.

Getting rid of the first person camera was also the first reason why we did not include the

minigames in the game, because we initially planned the minigames as some kind problems

that the driver had to solve in the cockpit. Another reason that supported this decision was

that during the playtest we noticed that our system of having seperate abilities for the driver

that can be triggerd either by using pickups or spending action points was already enough to

confuse new players. So the minigames would have only added to this issue and probably

caused a less enjoyable experience.

6.2.2. Following the development schedule
At the start of the project we created a development schedule. We tried to break down our

game idea into tasks that were to be completed, put a time estimate on them and assigned

them to different members of the team. Overall we were not able to follow the development

schedule exactly, which was to be expected. However the deviations were all within a rea-

sonable margin.
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In some areas we had significant deviations from the development schedule. While we did

pretty much complete the tasks as they were defined in the schedule, the assignment to the

different members did not really hold. This did however, if at all, impact our development

process positively. What took less time than expected was to set up the initial network ar-

chitecture. Getting an appealing driving behaviour for the car however turned out to take a

lot longer than we initially expected. The time we gained from the speedup in the network

architecture and from omitting some of our initial ideas, as explained in the previous section,

gave us enough time to achieve a satisfying driving behaviour and deal with other unexpected

issues down the road.

6.2.3. Influence of different elements on the progress
The different elements or stages of the project all contributed in a certain way to the final

result.

Because we already had a lot of fun with our physical prototype we were very confident that

our core idea was fun and, if implemented well, could result in a great game.

At the interim report we had pretty much all of our major ideas for the game implemented to

some extent. This includes the multiplayer architecture, the driving physics, the track editor

and the abilites of the driver and the god. Of course all of those still needed improvements,

but we had a basis in place on top of which we could work from here on.

The alpha release was the milestone where we decided and implemented the final artstyle of

the game. Therefore it was also the stage where our game changed the most visually and so

probably has the most impact on the first impression that a new user has when he first plays

the game.

While we hardly implemented anything in the playtesting phase, it gave us valuable feedback

from our testers. With their feedback we were able to detect issues that we didn’t detect

before and got some suggestions for improvements.

In the time before the final release we addressed the issues that arose in the playtesting and

tried to tie up loose ends in an attempt to make the game as polished as possible in the

time available. However no major changes to the core gameplay were made since the alpha

release.

6.3. Impressions

In this last section we want to provide an overview of how we experienced the process of the

game development as a group. In order to give insight on what we did and how we felt about

it, we will answer a couple of questions in the following.
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6.3.1. Did It Meet Our Expectations?
Although we had different expectations about the participation in the Computer Games Labo-

ratory course, it was an enjoyable experience. What most of us were missing throughout the

course was any kind of feedback or critique so a group would know if they would be heading

into the wrong direction. On top of that, since the participants should learn to manage project

and the development process on their own, an introduction to process or task management

software would have been nice (e.g. Trello, Jira, etc.).

6.3.2. Was There Enough Time to Reach the Milestones?
The majority of our group was fine with the time constraints and we were always able to reach

at least the suggested targets at each milestone. Maybe also because it was a tight schedule,

we were forced to focus on the important tasks first and to modularize the work. We tried to

be as productive as possible in the first 2 weeks in order to setup the basic functionality for

the whole game. In general, in the scope of the Computer Games Laboratory course, the

time constraint was fine but we could have improved our game even further with a bigger

playtesting slot.

6.3.3. Are We Happy and Proud of Our Game?
That is actually an easy question. Hell yes! But why are we happy and what could have gone

different or what are we not completely satisfied with? First of all, we are happy because

everybody of us had fun throughout the whole development process: we achieved to fairly

distribute the work to all four team members. Additionally, we accomplished to create a

game which was not only received very positive by all testers, but which is also fun to play for

ourselves. Especially the idea of the asymmetric multiplayer game with a sabotaging god and

an anxious driver racing to the end of the track. Although we are all stoked with the result,

what could be improved? On the one hand it would be nice to have time left to reimplement

the networking functionality to get rid of the Unity Networking API and use something better

documented and production ready. On the other, if more resources could be spent on our

track editor, this could even enhance a lot of processes for track generation. In general, we

are happy and proud of our game.

6.3.4. What Was the Biggest Technical Difficulty?
We have three applicants for the answer of this question. First, implementing our car with the

built-in Unity wheel colliders sounded like a great idea at the beginning but turned out to be

a complicated piece of work to optimize. Next, using the Unity Networking API it was very

easy to set up a basic multiplayer lobby. What we didn’t see at that point, it is a high-level

API and almost impossible to customize while keeping all of its functionality because of poor

documentation and resources. Our third applicant for the biggest technical difficulty is the

track editor. Because we implemented it from scratch, it was tough to build a functioning

version. In the end, the Unity Networking API caused the most trouble and is therefore "the

winner" of this competition. On a frequent basis, we had bugs we did not cause, had ghost

servers on Unity side which did not close and many more. If we can make time in the future,
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we would love to re-implement that.

6.3.5. What Was Our Impression of Working With the Theme?
All of us liked the this year’s CGL topic "speed". Most of us like fast-paced games and the

theme was concrete enough to quickly come up with lots of ideas and to converge on the one

best received in our time.

6.3.6. Did the Theme Enhance Our Game?
Providing a theme in general is, in our opinion, a good idea. Mostly because everybody walks

into this course having a very specific idea in mind, a theme gets rid of any existing bias to a

certain vision. Each team member is (most of the time) forced to come up with a new idea.

On top of that, providing a theme restricts the pool of ideas the team can come up with. This

leads (at least in our case) to a faster convergence in the brain storming phase.

6.3.7. What Would We Do Differently Next Time?
The most important take away for us was the following. Whenever a big decision concerning

design or major functionality is made, it is crucial to have a look at multiple solutions for

that problem and to create a basis for comparison. What happened to us quite often, e.g.

with Unity wheel colliders or the networking API, is that we stayed with the first approach we

found suitable for the problem. If we would have done more research on the frameworks and

components we would maybe have considered to use something else. In the end we did not

really regret our choices but a lot of time could have been saved and trouble could have been

avoided by doing so. Also making the playtesting a process over the whole development cycle

would have been a further improvement.

6.3.8. What Was Our Greatest Success During the Project?
There was no concrete accomplishment that stood out to be the greatest success. Rather,

the combination of an (almost) always working network solution with an easy to use car and

a perfectly working track editor is what could be the answer to this question. Putting all our

subjects together was a major accomplishment and also very hard to achieve.

6.3.9. Do We Consider the Project a Success?
We do. But what helped us to get there? We introduced a task management tool and of

course used a version control system to manage our processes and our current state of the

project, namely, Trello (see Figure 53) and Git (see Figure 54). This enhanced our organiza-

tion and we can only recommend to do that whenever working as a team. Furthermore, we

had a group chat in whatsapp and had 2-3 weekly meetings on Skype or in person. Because

of our immediate response times on whatever platform and a uniformly distributed contribu-

tion to the project by each team member, we succeeded to make our plans work out.
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6.3.10. Did We Meet our Project Plan and Milestones?
Although we had some unexpected difficulties which confused our time estimates, we always

accomplished to keep these disturbances inside a reasonable margin. Since this is the case

in every normal project we would say that we met all of our plans and milestones of course

not a 100% aligned with the time schedule we set up at the beginning.

6.3.11. What Would We Suggest to Improve the Course?
We had the advantage of being familiar with tools like Git and Trello. Also, some of us work

in an environment where project and time management is important to succeed. To help stu-

dents without any knowledge in that area, it would be nice if the supvervisors could present

some task management and version control tools. Also maybe it would have been advan-

tageous to give more feedback or critiques along the way. We did not really know if the

supervisors were satisfied with the state of the art of the projects or if some group was head-

ing into the wrong direction. Also more interaction between the groups would have helped,

like making a playtesting session with all groups or similar. In general, the course itself makes

the groups work and think autonomously which is benefitial for most of the participants.

Figure 53 Our trello board.
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Figure 54 The git UI.
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